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1.

Executive summary

This Project has provided Kelda Group with detailed insight into the water sector in and around the Yorkshire
Water service area. The project has overseen the collection of approximately 250 datasets which can be
viewed and interrogated using online maps. Additionally full copies of the original and processed datasets
are available via the projects online file store. This report gives an overview of these datasets and provides
examples of how they could be used alongside existing Yorkshire Water datasets to better understand
possible future impacts associated with expected changes in the water industry, with particular regard to
abstraction and market reforms.

2.

Introduction

2.1.

Anticipated changes in the water industry

The Water Act 2014 has created the framework for a competitive, innovative and resilient water industry with
a clear focus on customer service. Its implementation signals the beginning of changes that could profoundly
reshape the water industry in England and Wales over the coming years. This is already evidenced in new
guidance issued by Ofwat and the Competition Markets Authority on the Revised Special Water Mergers
Regime process, the more recent release of Ofwat’s consultation on ‘Water 2020: Regulatory framework for
wholesale markets and the 2019 price review’, Defra’s proposed water abstraction reforms and the opening
up of the non-household retail market in 2017 as well as announcements from HM Treasury regarding
extending this to opening up household retail competition. Significant expected changes in the water industry
are summarised in Figure 2-1.
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Summary of expected changes in the water industry
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2.2.

Project objectives

The anticipated changes to the UK water industry, outlined above, represent a risk to incumbent water
companies but if handled correctly they may also create a host of new strategic opportunities. Water
companies must balance these opportunities against regulatory, operational and financial risks - as well as
possible impacts on customer service and perception.
In light of the expected changes this project collected and presented data to provide Kelda Group with a
better understanding of the Water Sector in Yorkshire that is external to the activities covered by Yorkshire
Water. Accordingly a large amount of data has been collected across the Yorkshire Water service area and
in areas within 25 km of this, see Figure 2-2.
This report summarises the data collected and makes brief recommendations on how it may be analysed in
a further stage of work to inform Kelda Group’s understanding of its prospects, e.g. growth opportunities, and
vulnerabilities, e.g. business risks, in light of impending changes to the water industry. Identifying these
opportunities and risks early and reacting proactively may be key to maximising benefits and avoiding
negative outcomes. Accordingly assessment of this data will provide part of the foundation from which a plan
can be developed to strategically position Yorkshire Water ahead of its rivals.
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Figure 2-2
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3.

Data presentation

3.1.

Web maps

A series of web maps have been created to provide secure but easy access to the majority of the collected
data. They are accessible via a single secure link, provided below, and present the data on tabs under the
following headings:
-

Service area

-

Waste disposal

-

Environmental baseline

-

Discharges

-

Groundwater resources

-

Land management

-

Surface water resources

-

Flooding

-

Cost to serve

-

Resilience

-

Clean water assets

-

Demand

WEBMAPs: Click HERE
USERNAME: KeldaGroup
PASSWORD: YorkshireWaterSector16

Full web link:
https://atkinsgeospatial.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=5a6b7cf82b8b4c33baf321a96a0be745

Figure 3-1

Web map cover page

Selected example output from the web maps is provided in Figure 3-2. The maps are compatible with all
main stream web browsers and have been tested on Kelda Group systems. They will be kept ‘live’ until the
end of 2017 with any maintenance chargeable at the rates for additional work set out in the projects contract.
Following this period it is suggested that certain datasets presented on the maps will need to be updated if
further use of the maps is expected.
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3.2.

File store

At the outset of the project the Kelda Group project team were given
individual accounts to access the projects file sharing platform (enterprise
Box.com accounts). The box file structure is shown in Figure 3-3. The file
store contains all data collected by the project team in both a raw (as
originally received) and processed form (quality assured and converted to
usable format). Processed datasets are typically in either a Microsoft Excel
or an ESRI ArcView Shapefile format (.shp). Raw datasets are typically in
Excel, Access or Shapefile format. It should be noted that ESRI Shapefiles
need to be opened in specialist GIS software to be viewed or in a web
browser using the projects web maps.
It is important to note that the file store contains all data collected by the
project whereas the web maps do not. This is particularly true for the largest
and most complex datasets where it has been necessary to generalise or
simplify the data to enable it to load sufficiently quickly on the web maps.
This is also true for data that was not available in a spatial format, e.g. due
to data protection it could not be georeferenced and so only generalised
tabular data was available.
The projects file sharing platform will be kept ‘live’ only until the Kelda Group
project team are able to download the data onto the Kelda Group network
and no longer than to the 1st of April 2017. This can be extended by 1 year
at a cost of £360 (fee is to cover the box.com license cost).

Figure 3-3
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4.

Metadata

Comprehensive metadata including detailed descriptions and previews of the project data are provided in the
projects data registry (Appendix A and also provided in Microsoft Excel format). A summary of the data is
given below – items marked with an asterix (*) have had quotes obtained but have not been purchased.
Table 4-1

Summary of project data

Water resources availibility
• EA Abstraction licence details
• Source Protection Zones
• Drought resilience
• BGS 625k Hydrogeological map
• Catchment Abstraction Managemnt Strategy data
• WRMP data
• Restoring Sustainable Abstraction sites
Existing water industry assets
• Water asset data from OS points of interest *
• WRMP data
• Open StreetMap water asset data
• WFD Lake Waterodies
• Lakes, Reservoirs, Ponds and fisheries (Canals and River Trust)
• Cost to serve
• EA Discharge data (reveals WWTW locations)
• Inset appointments
• NNFCC Report - Anaerobic Digestion deployment in the UK*
• WRAP data - identifies operational anaerobic digestion plants in the UK
• EA Waste Data Interrogator (quantities, types of waste and treatment process) (enables
identification of sludge treatment centres)
• Environmental Permitting Regulations - Waste Sites
Environmental baseline
• Pollution incidents (EA)
• Landfill sites
• Sensitive Areas (Eutrophic areas)
• River Basin Management Plans
• Environmental Stewardship Scheme Options
• Countryside Stewardship Scheme site locations (ELS and HLS)
• Conservation and enhancement scheme agreements (agrements between Natural
England and owners/occupiers of SSSIs)
• CEH future flows for droughts
• UKCP09 gridded data
• Landcover - (OS MasterMap, Corine
• Integrated Hydrological Units of the United Kingdom (Catchments)
• Blue flag beaches
• Bathing waters and areas affecting bathing waters
• Statutory main rivers and OS Open Rivers
• OS Terrain 50 (topography)
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Blue Green infrastructure
• Local plans
• CIRIA case studies
Development, poulation growth and demand
• Local plans
• Developer requests to Yorkshirte Water
• National Infrastructure Planning Projects
• Hydro Electricity plants (British Hydropower Association)
Flooding
• Flood alerts and warning areas (EA)
• Flood Maps (includinf flood zones 1, 2 and 3; defence locations, areas benifiting from
defences, flood storage areas)
• Historic flood map
• Groundwater flooding suseptibility *
• Shoreline management plans
• Internal drainage boards assets

4.1.

Copyright and data limitations

Before processing or making any interpretations based on the datasets collected by this project it is
important that the metadata is understood. Links to metadata for each dataset are provided in the data
register (Appendix A), this explains how each dataset was sourced and what its limitations are. For example
it may not be appropriate to view some datasets at very detailed map scales, e.g. 1:5,000 m, if they were
developed from data only accurate to 1:50,000 m.
Copyright restrictions are also outlined in the metadata, with some of the datasets also having further details
available as part of their download and so saved on the file sharing platform. These acknowledgements must
accompany any reproduced material from the following organisations:
“© Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2016. All rights reserved.”
“Reproduced with the permission of the British Geological Survey ©NERC. All rights Reserved”
“© OpenStreetMap contributors”
“© Local Authorities”
“© Ordnance Survey 2016”
“Public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.”
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A copy of the Environment Agency's general licence conditions is provided below:
The Environment Agency grant you a worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, nonexclusive
licence to use any Content that is not ‘excluded’ for any use that is not “Commercial”
subject to the terms and conditions below and also subject to any additional terms we
include with specific Content.
Subject to the above, you are free to:



copy, publish, distribute and transmit the Content
adapt the Content

You must (where you do any of the above): acknowledge the source of the Content by
including the following attribution statement: “Contains Environment Agency information
© Environment Agency and database right”





ensure that you do not use the Content in a way that suggests any official status or
that we endorse you or your use of the Information
ensure that you do not mislead others or misrepresent the Information or its source
or use the Information in a way that is detrimental to the environment, including the
risk of reduced future enhancement
ensure that your use of the Content does not breach the Data Protection Act 1998
or the Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003
ensure that you do not reverse engineer, decompile etc. any code, data or content
on the website so as to recreate a full dataset or other content.

These are important conditions and if you fail to comply with them the rights granted to
you under this licence, or any similar licence granted by us will end automatically.
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5.

Conclusion and Recommendations

This project has provided Kelda Group with detailed insight into the water sector in and around the Yorkshire
Water service area. The project has overseen the collection of approximately 250 datasets which can be
viewed and interrogated using online maps or downloaded from the projects online filestore.
Figure 5-1 provides a high level summary of the likely responses from water companies to the expected
changes in the water industry and gives an indication as to the dominant spatial nature of that response, i.e.
if it requires a geographic solution or not. This is useful since it steers our recommendations on potential
assessments that could be undertaken with the spatial data collected on this project. Figure 5-1 reveals there
are two changes to the water industry that will need responses with a significant spatial component;
upstream competition and abstraction reform. Recommendations on how the data collected on this project
could be used in these responses is explored further in the remainder of this section.
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5.1.

Wholesale market reform

5.1.1.

Upstream water resource markets

5.1.1.1.

Summary of proposed water resource markets

Currently, water used for public supply in England and Wales is predominantly provided by integrated
monopolies (large water companies), with limited trading taking place between incumbents. This has created
concerns around how water is valued and allocated, prompting Ofwat to consider ways in which a more
efficient ‘upstream’ water resources market could be developed.
The notes of the latest meeting of the Ofwat Water Resources Working Group, held on the 19th of December
20161, outline the main approach to upstream water resource markets that is currently under consideration, it
involves the creation of two separate markets. New water providers will be able to enter the market either
through a bidding process to supply water to existing incumbents (achieving long term certainty) or agree
terms with independent retailers (possibly providing less certainty but greater returns). Accordingly two water
resource markets are proposed that complement one another, these are:
1. Bidding Markets in England and Wales - whereby third parties (new entrants or out of area
incumbents):
• Bid to address demand/supply deficits. Where they can supply raw/treated water at least as
efficiently as the costs of incremental capacity provided by the incumbent water company;
• Can provide water, leakage solutions or demand reduction measures;
• Typically long-term solutions – third party providers likely to commit to long-term contracts.
2. Bilateral Market in England – the Water Act 2014 makes changes to allow third parties to introduce
water whereby third parties:
• Can contract directly with independent retailers;
• Will pay for access price to incumbent to use network and, if needed, treatment facilities;
• Need not enter into a long-term contract with the retailer;
• Incumbents may choose to enter into longer-term ‘call-off’ contract to ensure continuity of supply;
• May incentivise retailers to search out more efficient water resources in order to compete more
vigorously in the retail market.
Ian Pemberton, Principal Engineer at Ofwat, stated in the Water Resources Working Group in December
2016 that “International experience suggests that third-party brokers may play a significant role in
aggregating and analysing data to identify opportunities”. Similarly it is likely that incumbents will use similar
techniques to identify both their opportunities and vulnerabilities. This type of assessment is explored in the
following sub section.

5.1.1.2.

Assessing the impact of upstream water resource markets

This project has collected a large amount of data on water resources not related to Yorkshire Water. In
conjunction with data held by Yorkshire Water there are a number of opportunities for strategic assessment
of upstream water resource markets, these are summarised on the following page under the heading of the
market they relate to, i.e. bidding or bilateral.

1

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/2016-12-13-WG5-All-slides.pdf
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Bidding market


High resolution cost to serve - For Yorkshire Water at a water resource zone level, or, if the data
allows, a treatment works level, cost to serve could be calculated to allow Yorkshire Water to
understand the true cost of water in their service area and the causes for any spatial variations.



Groundwater resource development potential - A high level suitability map of groundwater
resource development potential could be developed using variables such as distance to trunk main,
abstraction availability by groundwater monitoring units, depth to groundwater (as it would impact
capital costs [borehole installation] and operational costs [pumping]), distance to existing treatment
works and aquifer productivity (using BGS data).



Surface water resource development potential - A high level suitability map of surface water
resource development potential could also be developed using CAMS data and proximity to existing
trunk mains and treatment works.



Storage options - The suitability maps for potential resource development for surface and
groundwater resources (described above) could be combined and existing large non Yorkshire
Water waterbodies within proximity to these that could potentially be filled by them and used as
storage could be identified. This would use data collected on waterbodies which would not only
provide an insight that reveals the distribution of potential water resource storage options across the
region but could also define their volume which could be inferred from surface area. This would use
data from the WFD waterbody dataset, Canals and Rivers Trust data (lakes, ponds, fisheries and
reservoirs), OS MasterMap (open water) and Open StreetMap reservoir location data. The final step
would be to pick out those storage options close to potential new water resources that were near
large Yorkshire Water demands, e.g. large towns. These sites would be highlighted as potential
bidding market competitor options. A cost assessment of these vs Yorkshire Waters current cost to
serve in that area could then be undertaken.



WRMP review - A review of the Yorkshire Water WRMP to identify any options that could be taken
forward by competitors in the bidding market.



Defensive market strategy – Using output from the above assessments options could be drawn up
to defensively position Yorkshire Water against third party water supplies. For example the
acquisition of potential water resource supply assets or the lowering of cost to serve in areas
particularly vulnerable to competition.

Bilateral market


Identify large customers at risk of competition – Yorkshire Waters billing data could be used to
identify large commercial clients. This list could be ranked to identify those customers at the highest
risk to competition where they are in proximity to areas suitable for surface or groundwater resource
developments (as described above).



WRMP review - A review of the Yorkshire Water WRMP to identify any options that could be taken
forward by competitors in the bilateral market.



Aggressive market strategy - Abstraction data could be used to identify particular industries and
specific large potential customers that could be targeted by Yorkshire Water via the bilateral market.
This could include water users outside of the existing Yorkshire Water service area.



Defensive market strategy – Using output from the above assessments options could be drawn up
to defensively position Yorkshire Water against bilateral market incursions and inset appointments.
For example by providing special offers with extended contracts to key commercial customers or by
engaging more with the developers of new large residential constructions earlier. Alternatively due to
resource constraints there may be areas where it is advantageous for Yorkshire Water to encourage
activity in the bilateral market, for example by supplying data to new market entrants.
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5.1.2.

Upstream sludge market

5.1.2.1.

Summary of the process to treat sludge

The process to treat sludge (often referred to as biosolids) is summarised below:


Sewage is taken away from homes and workplaces to sewage treatment works (STW).



It is put into tanks where the heavier sewage (primary sludge) sinks to the bottom; the residual
sewage is transferred to secondary treatment processes where, generally under aerobic conditions,
the organics are broken down in a series of biological processes. The secondary process produces
additional sludge (secondary sludge, made up of residual solids plus bacteria) which is removed in
settlement tanks prior to the treated sewage being discharged.



The primary sludge is transferred to a Sewage Treatment Centre (STC) (sometimes on the same
site as the STW) where it is mixed with the secondary sludge. In the majority of cases the mixed
sludge is then digested under anaerobic conditions. The digestion process breaks down a proportion
of the organic material in the sludge reducing both volatile and solid concentrations enhancing
reductions in pathogenic bacteria and odour.



The digestion process results in a treated sludge, which can be used as a fertiliser substitute by the
agricultural sector, and a biogas – (predominantly methane) which can be used to generate low
carbon electricity or, subject to additional treatment, injected into the national gas grid.

5.1.2.2.

Summary of proposed sludge market

Ofwat intend to change the way they regulate sludge to stimulate markets in sludge services. Ofwat believe
this will enable and incentivise companies to pursue the best solutions in sludge treatment (increasing
innovation and efficiencies) and so maximise benefits for customers, the environment and the companies
themselves.
As new sludge service providers enter the market Ofwat anticipate that there would be: increased resilience
in sludge services, with companies able to choose from a number of alternatives for treating, disposing of
and recycling their sludge in both day-to-day operations and to lessen the effects of disruptions and
reductions in cost to customers.

5.1.2.3.

Assessing the impact of sludge markets

The following bullet points outline a possible approach to assessing the impact of Ofwat’s proposed changes
and identifying risks and opportunities to/for Yorkshire Water.


High resolution cost to serve - For Yorkshire Water at a waste operating area level, or, if the data
allows, a treatment works level (STC) cost to serve could be calculated to allow Yorkshire Water to
understand the true cost of sludge treatment in their service area and the causes for any spatial
variations.



Sewage Treatment Work (STW) locations – STW locations in and around the study area have
already been identified using OpenStreetMap, EA discharge data and Yorkshire Water’s own asset
dataset.



Sewage Treatment Centre (STC) locations – Use the Environmental Permitting Regulations
database to identify non-Yorkshire Water STC locations in or close to the study area. This approach
has been tested and found to be accurate; it involves searching the dataset using particular criteria,
these include identifying water company sites that also have ‘CHP’ or ‘sludge treatment’ in the site
name or plant licence description or with a ‘combustion of bio gas’, ‘sewage sludge treatment’ or
‘Landfill Gas Engine (<3 mW)’ in the type description. Non water company STCs can also be
identified in the same dataset. In addition to this dataset we would also use insight form Yorkshire
Water staff.



Other waste management operations – use WRAP, EA Waste Data Interrogator, EPR and
NNFCC (if available) data to identify other waste management operations in the study area that
could receive and treat water company sludge (noting that the co-digestion of, for example, food
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waste with water company sludge is difficult but possible). This would be done with regard to
forecast capacities of Yorkshire Water’s current STCs and the sites proximity to suitably large third
party assets. Ofwat considers that ‘new entrants’ outside of the water sector could provide more cost
effective sludge treatment which would reduce the cost to customers. A similar exercise could also
be undertaken to identify and rank third party waste sources that could be targeted for transfer to
Yorkshire Water assets for treatment (using a similar method but also giving regard to the processes
used at Yorkshire Water’s existing STC sites).


STC / STW optimisation and identification of STWs at risk to competition – for every STC in the
study area (including Yorkshire Water’s and adjacent water companies) calculate which STWs are
closer to that STC than any other. Yorkshire Water STWs at risk of competition from other water
companies could then be identified (those closer to a non Yorkshire Water STC than a Yorkshire
Water STC) as could STWs that Yorkshire Water could compete for (those not operated by
Yorkshire Water that are closer to a Yorkshire Water STC than to that of the operating company).



Severity of competition risk – For each STW identified as being at risk to competition (both
Yorkshire Water sites vulnerable to competition and sites operated by adjacent water companies that
are vulnerable to competition from Yorkshire Water) we would calculate travel distances and use
available STC capacity data from Yorkshire Water and the Environmental Permitting Regulations
database to assess/rank the level of competition risk,



Aggressive strategy – we would investigate where new STC capacity is needed/planned for
Yorkshire Water and where this could be located that would also enable the STC to compete for
sludge from STWs operated by adjacent water companies, particularly, if Yorkshire Water can
provide the data, those that use STCs running close to capacity.

The assessment outlined would identify vulnerabilities in Yorkshire Water’s current sludge treatment
arrangements and opportunities for the company to increase/optimise its asset base and deliver an
additional revenue stream (gate fees, revenue from biogas usage etc.).

5.2.

Abstraction reform

5.2.1.

Summary of prosed abstraction reforms

The Coalition Government committed to reform of the water abstraction management system in England in
the Natural Environment White Paper, published in June 2011. The proposed direction, principles and
process for reform was then set out in the Water White Paper, Water for Life, (Defra, 2011).
The UK and Welsh Governments published a joint consultation, “Making the Most of Every Drop”, in
December 2013. The purpose of the consultation was to seek views on a range of proposals for reforming
the water abstraction management system in England and in Wales. A summary of consultation responses
was published in July 2014.
In January 2016 the Environment Agency published the ‘UK Government response to consultation on
reforming the Water Abstraction Management System’ (Environment Agency, 2016c). The remaining
sections of this document set out the high level proposals for a new abstraction management system in
England which is summarised in Box 1 (Environment Agency, 2016).
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BOX 1 – Proposed abstraction reforms












5.2.2.

From the early 2020s replacement abstraction permits will be issued with permitted
volumes that reflect current business. ‘Paper water’ (licensed abstraction volumes that
have not been used) will be removed, subject to appeal, if they pose a risk to the
environment.
Hands-off flows and similar conditions will be standardised to simplify the system.
At any time when flows are high, abstractors will be allowed to take water to store it. There
will be no seasonal permits.
All abstractors directly affecting surface water will have conditions on their permits that
enable flow based controls to protect the environment. Those currently without flow-based
controls will have new conditions on their permits.
Abstractors will be able to trade water in a quicker and easier way in catchments where there
are potential benefits. In these catchments, there will be a range of preapproved water
rights trades, which means permit holders can trade more easily at times when the
availability of water is low. In these catchments, surface water abstractors will be given
shares of the catchment’s different water resources which will facilitate pre-approval of
upstream trades. This will give abstractors more flexibility, helping them to cope during low
flows and reveal the value of water to underpin decision making.
No permits will be time limited, providing a fairer approach. The Environment Agency will take
a risk based catchment approach to permit reviews and will consider all permits on a
level playing field. The Environment Agency will publish catchment data and information so
abstractors and others can understand the environmental risks in their catchment and the
likelihood of a review being triggered. Catchment abstraction reviews will link to the overall
management of catchments as a key natural asset working closely with local people. There
will be reasonable notice given of potential permit changes to give abstractors time to adapt.
There will be no compensation for permit changes.
Currently exempt abstractions will be brought under licensing control (e.g. trickle
irrigators).

Identification of water rights trading opportunities

Water rights trading, also referred to as abstraction licence trading, is where an individual or organisation
makes all or part of their abstraction licence rights permanently or temporarily available to another individual
or organisation. This means trading the rights to abstract water that are part of an abstraction licence, NOT
the actual licence (with its accompanying conditions if any) or physical volumes of water. It enables a
valuable resource to be reallocated to user(s) that value it most.
Building on Atkins’ “Review of the Water Rights Trading Process” (Atkins, 2016) an assessment could be
undertaken to identify potential trades that would be most beneficial to Yorkshire Water – for example to
increase the licence capacity of sources identified in the WRMP as operating close to their deployable output
or to create revenue from unused licensed abstraction volume that is available at under-utilised sources, for
example by trading it, subject to conditions, to farmers for irrigation or to other users/industries. An
assessment approach is outlined in the following bullets:


Map Yorkshire Water’s “paper water” - Average annual ‘paper water’ (licensed abstraction
volumes that have not been used) available at each Yorkshire Water source would be calculated and
then mapped using licence details and historical average annual abstraction rates for each Yorkshire
Water surface water source (data to be supplied by Kelda Group).
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Identify opportunities for water rights trades:
-

Permanent trade (purchase) – The National Abstraction Licence Database (NALD) would
be used to identify large third party abstractions (groundwater and surface water) around
each Yorkshire Water source that is running close to capacity, with regard to its licence, that
could potentially be part of a permanent trade (acquisition by Yorkshire Water).

-

Permanent trade (sell) – Where Yorkshire Water’s abstractions have significant “paper
water”, i.e. significant capacity on their licence above their actual abstraction – potential
buyers in proximity to these sources could be identified from land use, land registry and
abstraction data. It is noted that returns data for third party abstractions is not available; this
assessment would therefore not go any further than identifying potential trades based on
licence size and proximity to the Yorkshire Water source in question. At a later stage a
further assessment could build on this work by consulting with these potential traders. It is
noted that after abstraction reforms paper water will likely be reduced as licensed abstraction
volumes will be more closely tied to current usage. After these reforms licenced volumes will
still provide useful information in understanding the potential capacity of sources but the
value of Yorkshire Water’s licences to third parties may reduce if their total licensed volume
is reduced when excess licenced capacity, i.e. paper water, is subtracted from them. It is
however noted that abstraction reforms are intended to make trading more straightforward
and so easier to arrange, this also suggests the process would be more transparent and that
subsequently the Environment Agency may then not need to interfere in the process so often
– e.g. suggesting modifications to proposed trades.

-

Pre-arranged temporary trade - Third party abstraction licences within a 5km upstream
distance of each Yorkshire Water surface water abstraction could be identified – with the
sum of their licenced volume boosting potable supplies at pre-defined peak times. A larger
catchment network abstraction resilience scheme might also be considered that subsidised
farmers to build up stores of water that could be released in times of drought. Locations for
pilots of this could be identified using demand, abstraction and land use data.



Identify spatial nature of constraints to trading – Constraints could be factored in to each of the
types of water rights trade discussed above. For each type of trade those that are considered to be
most viable could be identified by examining potential constraints and blocks to trading opportunities
around Yorkshire Water abstractions (see Atkins Review of Water Rights Trading [Atkins, 2016]).
This would provide a chance to better examine the scale of potentially viable opportunities across all
of Yorkshire Water’s sources.



Estimate acceptability of trades to the Environment Agency - Trading unused water brings the
risk of environmental damage if it increases overall abstraction, by activating unused licence
capacity. To avoid this, the Environment Agency will only allow trading of unused water as long as
the sustainable limit is not reached. When
reviewing abstraction licences the
Environment Agency therefore has a sharp
focus on recent actual abstractions and on
ensuring no deterioration with regard to WFD
regulations. With this in mind a final step
could be undertaken to review the likely
acceptability of each of the potential licence
trades to the Environment Agency. Based on
RBMP, CAMS (see Figure 5-2) and WFD
status data. This could incorporate a traffic
light ranking to show spatially the anticipated
acceptability to the Environment Agency of
each licence being involved in a trade. Other
criteria could include, for example, checking
the buyer’s abstraction point is in the same
watercourse as the seller’s (and preferably
downstream).

Figure 5-2

Water availability at very low flows (Q95) in the Swale, Ure, Nidd and Upper Ouse CAMS area
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Natural capital - Natural assets such as geology, soil, air, water and all living things provide a
service which gives them a value, referred to as natural capital. The most obvious ecosystem
services include the food we eat, the water we drink and the plant materials we use for fuel, building
materials and medicines. There are also many less visible ecosystem services such as the climate
regulation and natural flood defences provided by forests, the billions of tonnes of carbon stored by
peatlands, or the pollination of crops by insects. Further work could be undertaken to understand the
natural capital in each catchment in the Yorkshire Water service area. Knowing the value of the
ecosystems may facilitate selling ‘paper water’ back to the Environment Agency so they can achieve
environmental protection or recreational enhancement objectives. Similarly fishing clubs could also
be interested in purchasing paper water to secure their stock. This exercise would provide Yorkshire
Water with a positive public relations message which may offset the possibly small financial benefit
they would bring – ”YW gives X MLD to provide X ,Y and Z benefits for the environment and society”.
This approach may also help justify drought permit actions required when the company needs more
water.

References
Atkins, 2016, A Review of the Water Rights Trading Process, REF: 20160938OG/001
Defra, 2011. Water for Life
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/228861/8230.pdf
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Management System
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492411/abstraction-reformgovt-response.pdf
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Category

Broad data category

Data

EA national dataset

Description

Water can be abstracted (taken) from groundwater, surface water, or tidal water. An abstraction licence details of what is permitted such as
how much water is allowed to be abstracted and at what times. Read more about water abstraction licences:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/water-management-abstract-or-impound-water

Collection status

Output status

http://maps.environmentagency.gov.uk/wiyby/wiybyContro
ller?x=357683&y=355134&scale=
1&layerGroups=default&ep=map
&textonly=off&lang=_e&topic=wa
ter_abstractions#x=464548&y=45
1813&lg=1,2,3,6,10,&scale=5

Web link

Quote

Completed

on esri online

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/sourc
e-protection-zones-merged1

Completed

on esri online

Completed

na

Completed

on esri online

SPZs are defined around large and public potable groundwater abstraction sites. The purpose of SPZs is to provide additional protection to
safeguard drinking water quality through constraining the proximity of an activity that may impact upon a drinking water abstraction. This is
part of an initial screening process in assessing impacts to groundwater resources. Zones around location sites are defined by groundwater
travel time to an abstraction. This is determined through applying Environment Agency groundwater flow models run at the location of
abstractions, inputting parameters such as flow direction, geology type, rainfall and hydrological boundaries. SPZs provide a visual
representation of the increased risks as you get closer to the abstraction. The following subdivisions are defined within SPZs:

Large abstraction licences (>0.5
Ml/day)

Source Protection Zones (SPZs)

Zone 1: (Inner Protection Zone) - This zone is defined by a travel time of 50-days or less from any point within the zone at, or below, the water table. Additionally, the zone has as a minimum
a 50-metre radius. It is based principally on biological decay criteria and is designed to protect against the transmission of toxic chemicals and water-borne disease.

Zone 2: (Outer Protection Zone) - This zone is defined by the 400-day travel time from a point below the water table. Additionally this zone has a minimum radius of 250 or 500 metres,
depending on the size of the abstraction. The travel time is derived from consideration of the minimum time required to provide delay, dilution and attenuation of slowly degrading
pollutants.

Zone 3: (Total catchment) - This zone is defined as the total area needed to support the abstraction or discharge from the protected groundwater source. A further
Zone 4, or ‘Zone of Special Interest’ was previously defined for some groundwater sources. These zones highlighted areas (mainly on non-aquifers) where known local conditions meant that
potentially polluting activities could impact on a groundwater source even though the area is outside the normal catchment of that source. In future this zone will be incorporated into one of
the other zones (1, 2 or 3), whichever is appropriate in the particular case.

Water resource availability

Attribution statement: © Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2016. All rights reserved.

Drought resilience

Atkins' Water UK National Water Resources Long Term
Planning Framework - modelled output of YW assessment

Output from Atkins work for ‘Water UK’ on the National Water Resources Long Term Planning Framework. The core objective of this project
was to examine the likely drought resilience of the future national water resources system, based on climate change perturbations of the
historic climate and under ‘alternative’, more severe drought scenarios that can be generated through stochastically` based modelling. The
primary output available for this project will show the modelled output of the assessment of the Yorkshire Water area and it’s resilience to a
range of droughts, both historic and future scenarios.
Atkins presented the findings of this study to the YW water resources team at a meeting held on the 9th of November 2016, a list of attendees
is provided below. and the slide presentation from that meeting is included on the FTP. The meeting was just over 2 hours and covered details
of outputs, implications and transfer/competition iplications from the study. Further work and specific data requests may follow from this
meeting. Attendees: Granville Davies, Adrian Kennedy, Polly Hardy, Miranda Foster, Clare Dunlop, Suzanne Dunn and Amanda Crossfield.
Generalised digital geological map data based on BGS's published poster maps of the UK (North and South). Bedrock related themes created by
generalisation of 1:50 000 data to make the 2007 fifth edition Bedrock Geology map.

Groundwater

BGS 625k Hydrogeological map of England and Wales

Groundwater modelling data from EA Water Resources GIS
(may already be held by YW)
EA CAMS data

CAMS reports

Superficial related themes digitised from 1977 first edition Quaternary map (North and South).
The geological areas (or polygons) are labelled or attributed with a name (based on their lithostratographical, chronostratographical or
lithodemic nomenclature) and their composition (rock type or lithology). This information is arranged in two themes: bedrock geology and
superficial deposits. Faults and other linear features are available in a separate theme.
The Water Resources GIS (WRGIS) is the central system where abstraction, discharge, natural flows and complex impacts information from the
CAMSLedgers is uploaded. The WRGIS uses this information to calculate the current resource availability for each water body at four flow
percentiles. It incorporates coded calculations based on an integrated surface water / groundwater database of around 1000 water bodies,
combined with many other map layers in standardised formats.
Data provided following request to the EA - Shows Current flow restrictions at specific assessment points
Abstraction licence strategies for CAMS areas in Yorkshire (others available at link provided):
- Aire Calder
- Derwent
- Don Rother
- Esk and coast
- Hull and East Riding
- Swale, Ure, Nidd and Upper Ouse
- Wharfe and Lower Ouse

http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Docum
ent.aspx?Document=12211_TheI
mpactofWaterAbstractionReform.
pdf
-

Not feasible - data not
available due to
copyright

na

Completed

on esri online

Completed

na

Completed

na

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/waterresource-availability-and-abstractionreliability-cycle-21

Completed

on esri online

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/lengt
h-of-river-affected-km-restoringsustainable-abstraction-database

Completed

on esri online

https://www.gov.uk/government/
collections/water-abstractionlicensing-strategies-cams-process

NB - overlaps with CAMS data above.
https://www.nwl.co.uk/yourhome/environment/currentWRMP.aspx

Areas of water scarcity in Yorkshire

http://corporate.unitedutilities.co
m/waterresourcesplan.aspx
WRMPs from adjacent water companies - to determine
opportunities for increased trading

All WRMPs contain sections on licence trading - both current and as a supply option.

Surface Water Resource Availability and Abstraction Reliability
Cycle 2
This dataset indicates whether, and for what percentage of time, additional water may be available for consumptive abstraction (subject to
assessment of local risks) for each Water Framework Directive Cycle 2 water body.
Length of River Affected (km) Restoring Sustainable Abstraction Database - Length of River Affected dataset contains data for Restoring
Sustainable Abstraction. RSA is a programme of work that identifies, investigates and solves environmental risks or problems caused by
unsustainable licensed water abstraction throughout England and Wales. It is a way of prioritising and progressively examining and resolving
these concerns and is linked to the work we are doing on investigating Water Framework Directive water bodies. The dataset contains data for
rivers and the length of those rivers affected.
EA response:
RFI/2016/24041 - "The EA have changed four licences in the Yorkshire area through the Restoring Sustainable Abstraction programme,
returning over 7,805,000 cubic metres of water to the environment per year. These changes have also removed the risk of abstraction of nearly
600,000 cubic metres of water per year."
External pressures

RSA results

OS Points of Interest

https://www.severntrent.com/fut
ure/future-plans-andstrategy/water-resourcesmanagement-plan
http://www.anglianwater.co.uk/e
nvironment/our-commitment/ourplans/water-resourcemanagement.aspx

www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/busin
ess-andgovernment/products/points-of- Quote received: £4300 for study area, £7800 with the 25km
buffer (both excl VAT)
interest.html
https://www.nwl.co.uk/yourhome/environment/currentWRMP.aspx

Quote collected

na

Completed

on esri online

http://corporate.unitedutilities.co
m/waterresourcesplan.aspx

Completed

na

Severn Trent
- Approx WTW locations digitised from figure 2.1

https://www.severntrent.com/fut
ure/future-plans-andstrategy/water-resourcesmanagement-plan

Completed

on esri online

Anglian Water
- Approx WTW locations digitised from figure 12.1

http://www.anglianwater.co.uk/e
nvironment/our-commitment/ourplans/water-resourcemanagement.aspx

Completed

on esri online

OpenStreetMap is a map of the world, created by the public. It is free to use under an open licence.

https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Points of Interest® is the most comprehensive, location-based directory of all public and privately-owned businesses, education and leisure
services in Britain
Northumbrian Water
- All reservoirs digitised from table on page 17 of final WRMP
- All sources in Sourthern supply area of Kielder Water Resource Zone digitised from Table 3.1.1 in final WRMP
United Utilities
- no suitable data available for digitisation

Existing water industry assets

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/products/d
igitalmaps/digmapgb_625.html

Relevant published WRMP data

Location and owners/operators of
reservoirs outside of YW control

Open Street Map shapefiles, attributes searched for key
words - www.openstreetmap.org (dataset is supplementary
and not comprehensive)

216 WFD waterbodies identified in study area

WFD Lake Waterodies data available from EA Geostore (now
data.gov)

WFD Lake Waterbodies Cycle 2 is a polygon Shapefile dataset containing Water Framework Directive (WFD) attributes that have been collated
as defined for the implementation of the Water Framework Directive. Article 2, clause 5 of the WFD defines them as '…a body of standing
inland surface water'. There is data on the physical characteristics, risk, classification and proposed objectives that can be linked to waterbodies
by their unique identifiers. Artificial and modified lake waterbodies are included within this dataset, however, generally only lakes above > 50
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/wfdhectares were assessed under the WFD except for lakes in protected areas, where a minimum of 5.0ha was used. Lakes below this threshold are lake-waterbodies-cycle-21
not included within this dataset unless allocated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) as supplied by Natural England.
Any lake judged to be a drinking water protected area was also included.
Each waterbody has been assigned 'WB_ID', which is a unique identifier that enables a link to WFD attributes. These data apply to Cycle 2 of the
Water Framework Directive.

Lakes, Ponds and fisheries dataset from Canals and River Trust
Reservoirs dataset from Canals and River Trust (now data.gov)

Comparative cost to serve

Polygon data set depicting Canal & River Trust owned and managed Lakes, Ponds and Fisheries. Captured to OS Master Map.
Polygon data set depicting Canal & River Trust's reservoirs.

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/lakesponds-and-fisheries
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/reser
voirs

Using 2013/14 regulatory accounts a synthetic ‘cost to serve’
will be created for UK water companies by combining
operating costs and comparing these to a measure of net
water supplied (distribution input net of leakage). This will
allow a comparison of current Yorkshire Water ‘cost to serve’
(if available based upon 2015/16 budget data) with actual
cost to serve (2013/14) for other companies. If a more
granular current cost to serve model is not available for
Yorkshire Waters service area then this could be developed at
additional cost;
As a second step to this analysis, we will explore whether the
size of a company was related to the cost to serve,

y assets

Details of large water or
wastewater treatment assets in
Yorkshire that are not owned by
YW.

OS Points of Interest

See above, under 'Location and owners/operators of reservoirs outside of YW control'. For treatment works this data is used for example to
identify WWTWs using attribute Group 06 - Public Infrastructure, Category 34 - Infrastructure and facilities.

www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/busin
ess-andgovernment/products/points-of- Quote received: £4300 for study area, £7800 with the 25km
buffer (both excl VAT)
interest.html

Open Street Map shapefiles, attributes searched for key
words - www.openstreetmap.org (dataset is supplementary
and not comprehensive)

OpenStreetMap is a map of the world, created by the public. It is free to use under an open licence.

https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Quote collected

na

Completed

on esri online

Category

Details of large water or
wastewater treatment assets in
Yorkshire that are not owned by
Broad data category
YW.

Data

Existing water industry assets
Environmental baseline Water resource availability

Sewer Treatment Works locations from EA discharge licence
data

Description
Including DWF info

Web link

Quote

-

Collection status

Output status

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

na

Quote collected

na

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

na

Removed from scope

na

Removed from scope

na

Completed

on esri online

Requested

na

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulat
ed-companies/licences/
Details of any large scale private
networks (supply and drainage)

Inset appointment data from Ofwat

Insets appts for Northumbrian, UU, Severn Trent and Anglian geocoded from spreadsheet taken from Ofwat website (data range: 1998-2016)

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publica
tion/register-of-newappointments-and-variationsgranted-to-date/

Collection of details on other large private networks, including
Railways from mastermap - (rail landtake data held in OS MasterMap)
drainage, e.g. National Rail
Large abstraction licences (>0.5
Ml/day)

Extract of Report:
http://www.nnfcc.co.uk/publicati
ons/ad-deployment-in-the-ukThe report costs £595 + VAT – this includes the full April 2016
extract/at_download/file
PDF report and accompanying
NNFCC monitors AD activity and has published the third annual report on AD Deployment in the UK. The report provides a comprehensive
Excel spreadsheet.
regional breakdown of sector development in Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and the 10 regions of England, providing detailed information Explanation about cost:
on feedstock requirements, installed capacity and output type (combined heat & power or biomethane-to-grid) for every project.
http://www.nnfcc.co.uk/bioenerg
y/ad-deployment-report
There are now 316 operational AD plants in the UK, including 47 biomethane-to-grid plants, and a further 454 AD projects under
development.Understanding this deployment landscape is vital for investors, developers and policymakers alike.

Anaerobic Digestion deployment in
NNFCC Report - Anaerobic Digestion deployment in the UK
the UK

WASTE - Non water company
operational AD sites (i.e.
WRAP site survey data and ES data request on waste
commercial waste / biomass plants management licences
plants)

Operational anaerobic digestion plants in the UK (excluding those in the water industry that do not process food waste). Facilities are defined
as:
- Commercial AD – AD sites that import feedstock, often set up 3rd party contracts.
- Industrial AD – AD sites that use their own waste as feedstock. Many of these are effluent treatment sites and handle large volumes of liquid.
- Part of integrated waste mag’t AD – AD is named as one process amongst other treatment processes on a site. In some cases AD is treating
organic waste fractions (not source segregated material)
- Demonstration AD – AD sites that process feedstock for demonstration or feasibility purposes.
- On-farm AD - AD sites that process slurries, manures, crops or crop residues produced on-farm

http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/
operational-ad-sites

The output for these include:
- Heat and/or Power ( CHP) – where the biogas which is burned on-site to generate heat, power or both
- Biomethane to Grid (BtG) – where the biogas is upgraded and biomethane is injected into the national gas grid
WASTE - Commercial energy from
waste plants

WRAP site survey data and ES data request on waste
management licences

EA Waste Data Interrogator
WASTE - Solid organic wastes which could
be suitable for treatment in sewage
sludge AD (food waste to be
counted for separately given
possible ABPR regulatory issues)

Environmental Permitting Regulations - Waste Sites

Shows a full list of operational energy from waste (EfW) plants in the UK. Plants are categorised by technology type and waste type. Attributes
include: Address, County council, Year of operation, Capacity (tonnes per annum), Output type, Output capacity (MWe - mega watt electricity)
and Output capactiy (MWth - mega watt thermal).

http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/
list-energy-waste-sites

All operators of regulated waste management facilities have to provide us with details of the quantities and types of waste they deal with i.e.
waste received into site and waste sent on from site to other facilities or processes. This data is used to monitor compliance but has historically
been used by the EC, DEFRA and local authorities to assist in planning for new waste facilities and for monitoring against statutory targets. We
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/wast
have provided this data in an interrogatable format since 2006. The dataset is calendar year and holds the data from around 6,000 regulated
e-data-interrogator-2014
sites. Operator waste returns are public register information unless a claim for commercial confidentiality has been accepted. In these cases the
data is provided but the site details are not. This is so that the data can be included in aggregated figures but cannot be attributed to a
particular site. Data supplied does not include details of waste producers. INFORMATION WARNING Details of operators who have claimed
commercial confidentiality are not provided. Attribution statement: © Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2016. All rights
reserved.
A waste management licence is a legal document issued under the Environmental Protection Act 1990. A licence authorises the treatment
keeping or disposal of waste in or on the land. Once we have issued a licence neither the activities nor the area of land may be changed unless
the licence is modified. The Environmental Permitting Regulations regulating waste sites came into force on 6 April 2008. The new regime
combines a number of earlier permitting / licensing regimes. Other related datasets available are: - Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) Authorised Treatment Facilities (End of Life Vehicles) - Water Quality and Pollution Control (Discharge Consents) - Waste Electrical Electronic
Equipment (WEEE)EPR Waste is the table for granted permits. EPR Waste Applications holds details of applications that did not or have not yet
resulted in a permit or permit variation.

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/envir
onmental-permitting-regulationswaste-sites

WASTE - Tankered liquid wastes
which are not treated by YW

NA

Following a request from Kelda Group this information is not collected

NA

WASTE - Sludge treatment assets
just outside of YW area

Data to be gathered through consultation with YW staff,
interrogation of waste licence data and regional WASC
sources (PR09 and PR14 business plans; historic June Return
data).

Following a request from Kelda Group sludge treatment assets just outside of YW area

NA

EA discharge data request
Owners of major discharge licences
and identification of dominant
industries with effluent discharges
into the water environment (Eg
agriculture)
YW Trade Effluent Consent data

YWS PR14 water quality monitoring
Other discharges

Canal and Rivers Trust - Outfall/Discharge Points (data.gov)

Pollution incidents (non YW)

Pollution incidents dataset from EA

Historic landfill

Pollution risks

NA

These data provide details of all permit details as required under the Environmental Permit Regulation. Information is held for all permit holders
and covers all substances that are controlled. These data are a taken from the Environment Agency’s Public Register and contains three tiers of
data for all active permits. Tier 1 – Site and General Information on the consent holder that has a consent to discharge into controlled waters.
Consent holder and the discharge address and type.nb The date of permit issue, effective and revocation. Information where the effluent
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/cons
enters the environment (such as sewage disposal works) for each holder that has been granted a permit. Data is also held on the effluent type
ented-discharges-to-controllede.g. Sewage effluent, Overflow. The location of the grid reference is supplied for the effluent and the outlet location in OS Nation Grid
waters-with-conditions
Reference format. Tier 2 – Effluent Further detail is provided on the amount that can be discharged and in which time period in months. This is
stored as Dry Weather Flow, Maximum Daily, Mean, Maximum Rate. Further data about the permit type and treatment type from lookup lists
are provided. Tier 3 – Determinand Limits Determinands are the substances and numerical limits that make up the effluent. This could include

Daniel Rowe (YW Trade Effluent and Network Protection Team) agreed to provide the following data: a spreadsheet that contains: location
(preferably X&Y or NGR so it can easily be put into GIS - else address will suffice), volume, quality details if possible (not critical) and charge.
Despite several chase emails the data was not received and the issue has been left with John Hartley to follow up internally.
Following second progress meeting it was agreed with Kelda this data would not be included - decision may be revisted later depending on
scope of abstraction trading project extension

Category 1 and 2 pollution incidents by source to air, land and water.

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/outfa
ll-discharge-points
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/serio
us-pollution-incident-sources2010

Under the Town and Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order 1995 Local Planning Authorities have to consult with the
Environment Agency about all applications they receive to develop land within 250 metres of landfill sites (including any land that has been
used as a landfill site within the past 30 years or is likely to be used as one in the near future). The Historic Landfill dataset was created to help
fulfil our statutory responsibility to Local Planning Authorities by supplying information on the risks posed by landfill sites for development
within 250m. The data is the most comprehensive and consistent national historic landfill dataset and defines the location of, and provides
specific attributes for, known historic (closed) landfill sites, i.e. sites where there is no PPC permit or waste management licence currently in
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/histo
force. This includes sites that existed before the waste licensing regime and sites that have been licensed in the past but where this licence has ric-landfill1
been revoked, ceased to exist or surrendered and a certificate of completion has been issued. Historic Landfill includes all relevant historic
information for the sites that both local authorities and the Environment Agency have collected over the years. The data is available in ESRI
shape file format, with the boundaries digitised from a base scale of 1:10,000 and an associated attribute table comprising 34 fields. The
polygons and attributes describe where the sites were located, when they were used, who used them and what was deposited. This means
there are name and address fields, licensee and operator information, licence issue and surrender dates, first and last input dates, and waste
types, together with some historical comments. Attribution statement: © Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2015. All rights
reserved. Contains information © Local Authorities
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/auth
orised-landfills

Authorised Landfill Sites

Closed Mining Waste Facilities
Sensitive Areas - Eutrophic coastal areas
Sensitive Areas - Eutrophic lakes

WFD Sensetive Areas
(bathing waters excluded as listed
under hydrological baseline)

Diffuse pollution pressures and
areas of diffuse pollution

Landfill sites originally form the Environment Agency. Captured at 1:10k scale. Used as a planning constraint
The European Mining Waste Directive (2006/21/EC) requires Member States to create an inventory of closed or abandoned mine waste
facilities causing serious environmental impacts, and to make this inventory available to the public. A waste facility means any area designated
for the accumulation or deposit of extractive waste.
Collected and saved on FTP for completeness - not relevant for web mapping.

http://environment.data.gov.uk/d
s/catalogue/#/catalogue
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/inven
tory-of-closed-mining-wastefacilities2

Sensitive Areas - Nitrate rivers

This dataset consists of 3 shapefiles showing the extent of Urban Wastewater Treatment Directive (91/271/EEC) (UWWTD) sensitive areas
(eutrophic). The UWWTD describes eutrophication as ‘the enrichment of water by nutrients, especially compounds of nitrogen and/or
phosphorous, causing an accelerated growth of algae and higher forms of plant life to produce an undesirable disturbance to the balance of
organisms present in the water and to the quality of the water concerned’.
The UWWTD regulates the collection and treatment of waste water from homes and from industry. In the UK, the Directive is implemented
through the Urban Wastewater Treatment Regulations 1994. Under these Regulations, water bodies that are (or may soon become) eutrophic
should be designated as sensitive areas by Defra. This applies to still fresh waters, rivers, estuaries and coastal waters.
NONE IN STUDY AREA

RBMPs

RBMP for Humber downloaded.

https://www.gov.uk/government/
collections/river-basinmanagement-plans-2015

External Countryside Stewardship Live Option Points derived from Aesis tables.

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/countrysidestewardship-scheme-options

Sensitive Areas - Eutrophic Rivers

Available from Natural England
Countryside Stewardship Scheme data (ELS and HLS)
Master versions of CSS holding data (includes farm business and payment info)
Available from Natural England
Land management
Conservation and enhancement scheme agreements

Agreements entered into by Natural England with owners and occupiers of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), and occasionally on
adjacent land. The purpose of these Agreements is to enable the land to be managed to achieve the nature conservation objectives. They are
delivered through the Conservation and Enhancement Scheme; and the Statutory powers for these Agreements were given to Natural England
in the Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006

Land management iniatives

Individual Land Management Initiative boundaries

Environmental Stewardship Scheme Options

Environmental Stewardship Live Option Points derived from Genesis tables.

CEH future flows data for droughts
Climate change

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/sensi
tive-areas-eutrophic-rivers

Removed from scope

na

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed
Completed

na
on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

na

Completed

na

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

na

Completed

on esri online

Completed

na

http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/catal
ogue/#/catalogue
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/countrysidestewardship-scheme-options
http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/catal
ogue/#/catalogue

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/conservationand-enhancement-scheme-agreements

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/landmanagement-initiatives-lmis
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/envir
onmental-stewardship-schemeoptions-points

Future Flows Hydrology (FF-HydMod-PPE) is an 11-member ensemble projections of river flow and groundwater levels time series for 283
catchments and 24 boreholes in Great Britain. It is derived from Future Flows Climate, an 11-member 1-km bias-corrected and downscaled
climate projection products based on the SRES1B emission scenario. River Flows data are at a daily time step: Groundwater Levels data are at a
monthly time step. Future Flows Hydrology span from 1951 to 2098. The development of Future Flows Hydrology was made during the
http://www.ceh.ac.uk/services/fu
partnership project 'Future Flows and Groundwater Levels' funded by the Environment Agency for England and Wales, Defra, UK Water
ture-flows-maps-and-datasets
Research Industry, NERC (Centre for Ecology & Hydrology and British Geological Survey) and Wallingford HydroSolutions.
Publication date: 2012-04-01 ( created 2012-03-09 )

UK CP09 for rainfall event data

Gridded data sets based on surface observations have generated for a range of climatic variables

http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/clim
atechange/science/monitoring/uk
cp09/

OS MasterMap is the definitive source of highly-detailed geographic data of Great Britain. OS MasterMap Topography Layer is the most
detailed and accurate view of Great Britain's landscape – from roads to fields, to buildings and trees, fences, paths and more.

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.u
k/business-andgovernment/products/mastermapproducts.html

Process OS MasterMap data held by YW using categories
published by gov

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/land_
use_statistics_generalised_land_u
se_database

Land cover

Corine Landcover data - Open data from European
Environment Agency

Downloaded 2006 and 2012 (non-validated dataset)

GeoInformation Groups UKLand - Only if corine is not
sufficient and OS MasterMap is not available from YW

http://www.eea.europa.eu/dataand-maps/data/corine-land-cover2006-raster-2
www.geoinformationgroup.co.uk/
#!ukland/c1w5x
Quote received from geoinformationgroup: £5,940 (inc VAT)
(see tab 3 for sample data).

Land Cover Map 2007 (LCM2007), released in July 2011 - Only
Land Cover Map 2007 (LCM2007), released in July 2011, is our latest land cover map. It is derived from satellite images and digital cartography www.ceh.ac.uk/services/landif corine is not sufficient and OS MasterMap is not available
cover-map-2007
and gives land cover information for the entire UK. Land cover is based on UK Biodiversity Action Plan Broad Habitats.
from YW

ntal baseline

LCM2007 builds upon the successes of the parcel-based mapping of LCM2000 and employs similar but enhanced classification techniques. The
principal difference between LCM2007 and LCM2000 is the source of land cover parcels. LCM2007 parcels come from generalised digital
cartography refined with image segments, whereas LCM2000 uses only image segments.

- LCM 2007 25m raster, in study area (YW area with 25m
buffer minus sea), unlimited commercial users, £2,915
- 27,055 km2 in study area (YW area with 25m buffer minus
sea), Land Cover Map 2007 Vector, unlimited commercial
users - £5,853
- YW service area - LCM 25m raster, unlimited commercial
users - £2,060
- YW service area - LCM 25m vector, unlimited commercial
users - £3,971

Completed

on esri online

Quote collected

na

Quote collected

na

and demand
Watergrowth
Environmental baseline
resource
availability

Category

Data

Integrated Hydrological Units of the United Kingdom
(Catchments) from EA Geostore (data.gov)

Large abstraction licences (>0.5
Ml/day)

Blue flag beach locations
Bathing Waters

Areas Affecting Bathing Waters (aka BW ZOI)

Hydological baseline mapping

Statutory main rivers (10k)

OS Terrain® 50

OS High Water Polyline

OS Open Rivers
EA detailed river network

Description

Collection status

Output status

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Not feasible

na

Completed

na

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

http://www.britishhydro.org/downloads/UK_Installa
tions/BHA%202011.pdf

Completed

on esri online

http://maps.environmentagency.gov.uk/wiyby/wiybyContro
ller?topic=fwa&layerGroups=defa
ult&lang=_e&ep=map&scale=5&x
=531500&y=181500#x=531500&y
=181500&lg=1,2,&scale=5

Completed

on esri online

http://maps.environmentagency.gov.uk/wiyby/wiybyContro
ller?topic=fwa&layerGroups=defa
ult&lang=_e&ep=map&scale=5&x
=531500&y=181500#x=531500&y
=181500&lg=1,2,&scale=5

Completed

on esri online

Areas Benefitting from Defences - This dataset shows those areas that benefit from the presence of defences in a 1 in 100 (1%) chance of
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/floodflooding each year from rivers; or 1 in 200 (0.5 %) chance of flooding each year from the sea. If the defences were not there, these areas would map-for-planning-rivers-and-seaflood in a 1 in 100 (1%)/ 1 in 200 (0.5 %) or larger flooding incident. Note that we do not show all areas that benefit from all flood defences.
areas-benefiting-from-defences

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/riskof-flooding-from-surface-waterextent-3-3-percent-annual-chance

Completed

on esri online

A GIS layer showing the maximum extent of all individual Recorded Flood Outlines from river, the sea and groundwater springs and shows areas
of land that have previously been subject to flooding in England. Records began in 1946 when predecessor bodies to the Environment Agency
started collecting detailed information about flooding incidents, although we may hold limited details about flooding incidents prior to this
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/histo
date. This dataset differs from the Recorded Flood Outline dataset in that it contains only those flood outlines that are 'considered and
ric-flood-map1
accepted' if the following criteria are met: o photographic/video evidence with the location referenced o recorded flood levels with the location
referenced o evidence that the outline represents the time of peak water level (for example date / time stamped photo) o evidence that the
source of flooding is from rivers, the sea or groundwater and not surface water/overland runoff.

Completed

on esri online

Completed

na

Quote collected

na

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

on esri online
na
na
na

Completed

na

Completed

na

Completed

na

Completed

na

This dataset is part of Integrated Hydrological Units (IHU) of the UK, a set of geographical reference units for hydrological purposes including
river flow measurement and hydrometric data collection. This dataset was derived from the Integrated Hydrological Terrain Model. A
Catchment represents the full area upstream from a Section outlet, which is a cell upstream of a confluence of two watercourses with known
names. While Sections do not overlap, Catchments can overlap because one Catchment contains Catchments for all upstream Sections. This
layer currently covers Great Britain only as no dataset with river geometries and names with suitable detail is available for Northern Ireland.

Blue flag beaches

Web link

Quote

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/integ
rated-hydrological-units-of-theunited-kingdom-catchments
http://www.blueflag.global/

Water quality at designated bathing water sites in England is assessed by the Environment Agency. From May to September, weekly
https://environment.data.gov.uk/
assessments measure current water quality, and at a number of sites daily pollution risk forecasts are issued. Annual ratings classify each site as bwq/profiles/
excellent, good, sufficient or poor based on measurements taken over a period of up to four years.
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/areasThis dataset is appropriate for technical assessment of waters where bathing potential is taken into account by the Environment Agency.
affecting-bathing-waters

The statutory main river map is a 1:10,000 scale spatial (polyline) dataset that defines statutory watercourses designated by the Environment
Agency as main rivers. The data is for England only. 'Main rivers' are usually larger streams and rivers, but some of them are small watercourses
of significance. They include certain structures that control or regulate the flow of water in, into or out of the channel. We have permissive
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/statu
powers, but not a duty, to carry out maintenance, improvement or construction work on designated main rivers. We have powers to regulate
tory-main-river-map1
the activities of others affecting rivers and their flood plains under the Environmental Permitting Regulations, the Water Resources Act 1991
and our land drainage byelaws. All other watercourses are 'ordinary watercourses'. On these watercourses the Lead Local flood Authority or, if
within an Internal Drainage District, the Internal Drainage Board have similar permissive powers to maintain and improve. They also have
powers to regulate works under the provisions of the Land Drainage Act 1991 and local byelaws. Attribution statement: © Environment Agency
copyright and/or database right 2016. All rights reserved. © Crown copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100024198
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.u
k/business-andIt is supplied both as a set of 50m gridded digital terrain model (OS Terrain 50 grid) and 10m contours and spot heights (OS Terrain 50
government/products/terraincontours).
50.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.u
k/business-andPart of OS boundary line product
government/products/boundaryline.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.u
k/business-andgovernment/products/os-openbeta version
rivers.html
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/detail
Not yet available as open data - availibility pending
ed-river-network-afa036

Examples in the Yorkshire region
(e.g. SUDS, greywater recycling,
community water schemes)

Desk study including consultation with and examination of
publications from Local Councils. Regional guidance
documents may also be informative.

Economic and resources pressures
(e.g. housing schemes or plans for
new large industry/infrastructure)

Local plans and regional development plans

Developer requests collected from YW. Local Plans collected from councils - mostly pdfs see LA data request tab for details.

Demand forecasts

Assessment of relevant WRMP data from YW and adjacent
water companies

Forecast Supply/Demand balance for 2040 as percentage of current DO by WRZ (it is noted that page 6 of the Anglian WRMP has a more
detailed breakdown for the Anglian region)

Information contained in Local Plans collected from Local Authorities and saved on FTP. Details of eight case study collected from CIRIA and
available on FTP - See LA data request tab for details.

National Infrastructure Planning
Projects

In the Yorkshire and Humber region details of National
Infrastructure Planning Projects

NIP projects for Yorkshire & Humber, North East and North West geocoded.

Administritive areas

OS Open Boundary-Line

This data is used to display data from the EA waste data interegattor

Hydro Electricity

British Hydropower Association - Hydro Electricity plants (eg
location/attributes of: Fairfield Mill, Gayle Mill, Thurgoland
Mill, Garnett Hydro, Loxley WTW and Yore Mill)

All Yorkshire data downloaded

http://infrastructure.planninginsp
ectorate.gov.uk/projects/yorkshir
e-and-the-humber

EA Geostore:
The EA provide a free flood warning service for many areas at risk of flooding from rivers and the sea. For many areas at risk of flood, we warn
residents when floods are likely to occur. If you live within a shaded area on the map, then flood warnings are available to you. In many places
the EA provide both flood alerts and flood warnings. But in some places they only provide flood alerts. In some areas they also provide these
services for groundwater flooding.

Flood Alert and Warning Areas

- Flood Warning Areas: If your home or business is within this area the EA can provide flood warnings. These are issued when flooding is
expected to enable immediate action.

- Flood Alert Areas: Home or business in these Areas can be provided with Flood alerts. these are issued when flooding is possible. Flood alerts
cover larger Areas than Flood warnings and are issued more frequently. Flood alerts allow those in these Areas to be prepared for flooding and
to take action.

Flood Defences - product AfA006. This dataset shows, flood defences protecting against river floods with a 1 per cent (1 in 100) chance of
happening each year, or sea floods with a 0.5 per cent (1 in 200) chance of happening each year, together with some, but not all, defences
which protect against smaller floods. Flood defences that are not yet shown, and the areas that benefit from them, will be gradually added.
Flood Storage Areas - Flood Storage Areas shows those areas that act as a balancing reservoir, storage basin or balancing pond. Their purpose
is to attenuate an incoming flood peak to a flow level that can be accepted by the downstream channel. It may also delay the timing of a flood
peak so that its volume is discharged over a longer time interval.
Flood Zones 2 - This is the Environment Agencies best estimate of the areas of land at risk of flooding, when the presence of flood defences are
ignored and covers land between Zone 3 and the extent of the flooding from rivers or the sea with a 1 in 1000 (0.1%) chance of flooding each
year. This dataset also includes those areas defined in Flood Zone 3.
Flood Zones 3 - This is the Environment Agencies best estimate of the areas of land at risk of flooding, when the presence of flood defences are
ignored and covers land with a 1 in 100 (1%) or greater chance of flooding each year from Rivers; or with a 1 in 200 (0.5%) or greater chance of
flooding each year from the Sea.
Risk of Flooding from Surface Water Extent: 0.1 percent annual chance - GIS layer showing the extent of flooding from surface water that
could result from a flood with a 0.1% chance of happening in any given year.
The Flood Map
Attribution statement: © Environment Agency copyright
and/or database right 2015. All rights reserved. © Crown
copyright and database rights 2004 Ordnance Survey
100024198

The 3 risk of flooding datasets available from the EA have only been made available as a WMS (A Web Map Service - a standard protocol for
serving georeferenced map images over the internet from an EA map server). This means the data ca be viewed but not edited which is
suffecient for this project. The EA have informed Atkins that YW may be able to obtain the actual data via a direct data request as it is avaiable
to EA 'partners'.

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/spati
al-flood-defences-includingstandardised-attributes
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/floodstorage-areas-part-of-flood-mapafa031
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/floodmap-for-planning-rivers-and-seaflood-zone-2
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/floodmap-for-planning-rivers-and-seaflood-zone-3

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/riskof-flooding-from-surface-waterextent-0-1-percent-annual-chance

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/riskRisk of Flooding from Surface Water Extent: 1 percent annual chance - GIS layer showing the extent of flooding from surface water that could of-flooding-from-surface-waterresult from a flood with a 1% chance of happening in any given year.
extent-1-percent-annual-chance

Risk of Flooding from Surface Water Extent: 3.3 percent annual chance - GIS layer showing the extent of flooding from surface water that
could result from a flood with a 3.3% chance of happening in any given year.

Flooding

Development, poulation

Blue green
infrastructure

Broad data category

Flooding

Historic Flood Map

This data displays areas that would benefit from the presence of a new, or improvement of a current flood defence scheme as planned within
Areas to Benefit from New and Reconditioned Flood Schemes
the Medium Term Plan (i.e. covering the next 5 years: effectively a new dataset will be available annually). It does not directly indicate the
under the Medium Term Plan (14/15-19/20)
likelihood of flooding to individual properties.

Areas Susceptible to Groundwater Flooding

Local Councils (County Councils/Unitary/Borough/District):
Records of historic flooding
Section 19 investigations (of significant flood events)
Strategic Flood Risk Assessments
Surface Water Management Plans
Section 21 flood asset register (assets which have a significant
effect on flood risk)
Coastal data:

BGS has produced the first national hazard dataset for groundwater flooding. Based on geological and hydrogeological information, the digital
data can be used to identify areas where geological conditions could enable groundwater flooding to occur and where groundwater may come
close to the ground surface.

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/products/h
30p per km2. Subject to number of users, licence fee and data
ydrogeology/groundwaterFloodin
preparation fee. Study area with buffer (1 seat license for 1
g.html
year - £3472.44) and just study area (1 seat license for 1 year £2080.56). There are a number of other options when it
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/grou
comes to licenses and number of years the data is available
ndwater-flooding-susceptibility
for, but have provided the two cheapest options.

See LA data request tab
See LA data request tab
See LA data request tab
See LA data request tab
See LA data request tab

Coastal Observatories - iCOASST mapping and national coastal Coastal Defence inspection reports from the North East Coastal Observatory. ICOAST data only available in mapped format on their website defences
tables downloaded and added to ftp.
Potential coastal flood management scheme details

http://environment.data.gov.uk/d
s/catalogue/index.jsp#/catalogue

http://www.necoastalobservatory
.co.uk/neco_gis/NECO_gis.aspx

See LA data request tab
The North East Coastal Group (NECG) has jurisdiction over the length of coastline from St Abb’s Head in the north to Gibraltar Point to the
south, a distance of approximately 350 km.

online mapping only

A Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) exists to promote good and prudent management of the coastline.
The overall aim of the SMP is to set out a plan for a 100 year period indicating how our coastline should be managed, taking into account the
wider implications on the neighbouring coastline and the environment.
It provides a large-scale assessment of the risks associated with coastal processes and presents a policy framework to reduce these risks to
people and the developed, historic and natural environment in a sustainable manner into the 22nd century. The three existing SMPs cover an
area of coastline extending from the Tyne to Flamborough Head, a distance of approximately 150km.
Shoreline Management Plans

https://northeastcoastalgroup.wo
rdpress.com/links/north-eastsmp2/
http://www.northeastsmp2.org.u
k/finalsmp2.html

Internal drainage boards

Requests to Lead Local Flood Authorities
Highways England: Locations of flooding on their assets
(HADDMS Flood Event Register)
Areas, assets and summary of operational activities collected
from individual IDBs www.ada.org.uk/idb_members_yorkshire.html

See LA data request tab
The data contain the Highways England Area that the flood occurred, the road, the location (coordinates) and when it was reported.
Each Internal Drainage Board is a local public authority established in areas of special drainage need in England and Wales. They have
permissive powers to manage water levels within their respective drainage districts. IDBs undertake works to reduce flood risk to people and
property and manage water levels to meet local needs.

http://www.ada.org.uk/idb_mem
bers_yorkshire.html

Completed

na

Completed

on esri online

Completed

on esri online
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